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What is the goal?

The goal here in this research is to try to model health issues using
logistic regression.



What is logistic regression?

I measures the relationship between a dependent variable, (e.g.
”sick”, ”not sick”,), and a continuous explanatory variable
(e.g. ”blood pressure”, ”weight”) by converting the
dependent variable to probabilities.



What is logistic regression?

it is defined mathematically as follows:

I The log of the odds log p
1−p is a linear function = a + bx of

the explanatory variable x

I p is the probability of given state (”sick”, ”not sick”,e.g.)

I p
1−p is the odds ratio



Example

Figure: Straight line fit



I The figure below shows a graph of the best fit line R2 = 0.997

I Any R2 value close to 1 has a very good fitting line

I Y-axis is the number of people with Diabetes (in the millions)

I X-axis is in years from 1995 to 2010.

Figure: Linear Regression of Diabetes from 1995 to 2010



How Do We Find p?

p = P(Y = 1)

log
p

1 − p
= a + bx

p =
1

1 + ea+bx



Logistic Regression In Practice

p = 1
1+ea+bx

Figure: Coronary Heart Disease



Finding the Probability

I suppose a patient weighs 130 lbs

I what is the probability she will give birth to a low weight
infant?

I p=0.3038 or 30.4% chance



Finding the Probability

Figure: probability vs weight



Finding the Probability for Diabetes

Figure:



Finding the Probability for Diabetes

Figure: Nationwide Diabetes Problem as of 2009



Thank You



Code

Wolfram Alpha
Mathematica

Normal[logit]
logit[130]
1/(1 + e−0.998314+0.0140583x)
0.303802



Coronary Heart Disease (age vs. outcome)

logit = LogitModelFit[Data, x, x]

pearson = logit["PearsonResiduals"]

Show[ListPlot[Data], Plot[logit[x],x, 1, 100], PlotRange

-> All, AxesOrigin -> .9, -.1]

Plot[Log[logit[x]/(1 - logit[x])],x, Min[Data], Max[Data]]



Low Birth Weight (Weight (mens.) vs. Outcome)

logit = LogitModelFit[Data3, x, x]

Normal[logit]

logit[130]

0.303802

Show[ListPlot[Data3], Plot[logit[x], x, 1, 250], PlotRange

-> All, AxesOrigin -> 2, -0.1]

P = logit["PearsonResiduals"]


